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Rapid PLM:
Speeding Innovation, Cutting
Costs, Driving Sales
Consumers are demanding more from retailers today
than ever before.
The expectation of instant gratification is growing, and stems from trends
like the digital and mobile-first approaches of today’s most successful
retailers, fast fashion manufacturing and rapid product shipping.
SUCCESS IN THIS INDUSTRY MEANS INNOVATING FASTER THAN THE
COMPETITION AND BRINGING TO MARKET THE PRODUCTS THAT
CONSUMERS WANT, FASTER.
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This reality puts a lot of pressure on retailers, but the good news is that while
technology is changing consumer expectations, it also is improving the way
retailers develop products. Traditionally, product lifecycle management
(PLM) tools have been unwieldy and sometimes difficult to use, with
implementation times that make it hard for brands to innovate at the speed
of today’s consumer.
Typical PLM approaches require a lot of information
too early in the cycle and are used too late in the
innovation process as a result. A lot happens before
designers, buyers and suppliers are ready to commit
to developing a product at a detailed level. Earlier
creativity and sourcing processes where designers,
merchants and suppliers capture and share inspiration
about ideas and products is key for staying relevant in
a world where new products are expected to be at a
consumer’s door in two days or less.

DEBUNKING THE 3 MOST COMMON PLM MYTHS

Retailers need to take a different approach to how
they fit PLM into their business. Brands that want
to thrive in the new retail economy can’t survive by
developing products in isolation – they need to be
connected to their communities to seek inspiration,
innovate fast and ultimately bring products to market
that meet ever-changing consumer demands. That’s
why there needs to be a new way to approach PLM
that compromises none of the benefits of traditional
platforms, but expedites the development process and
gets teams innovating quicker by connecting retail
communities through marketplaces that share ideas in
real time.

It is true that PLM deployments historically have taken
long periods of time – sometimes upwards of two
years for full implementation. But traditional solutions
were highly complex, and included a full range of
comprehensive features that required extensive
customization to align with a given organization’s
requirements. Instead, you can go live on day one
and see near immediate results by starting out with
a marketplace – an extension of a traditional PLM
that enables retail community collaboration. This
lets you get your suppliers and other stakeholders
immediately engaged with the technology on the day
of deployment, rather than waiting weeks or months.

If retailers change the way they think about and
approach PLM, the fear about implementing a new
system quickly disappears. Here are some of the most
common myths, and how rethinking your product
development approach can address them.

Additionally, platforms today are generally easier and
faster to implement when they are cloud-based vs.
on premises, allowing for much easier integration
and instant access to the system. By enabling PLM in
the cloud, you remove the heavy burden on IT teams
to set up necessary infrastructure (e.g. purchasing
servers, installing software, setting up networks, etc.).
Instead, the system can be running and accessible
with a much lighter investment in configuration and
setup. It’s common for cloud-based platforms today
to be deployed within three to six months – and
marketplace deployments can see value in just days.

Bamboo Rose Marketplace
A technology that connects the retail
community and creates a place where
you can find, share and shop for ideas
and products.

The myth: Implementation takes forever
Fast implementation promises for PLM may ring
hollow to anyone who’s been through a massive,
enterprise-wide technology deployment. But fast PLM
deployment is not a pipe dream – it just requires the
right expertise and type of solution for your needs.
The reality: Cloud-based marketplaces are
quick to deploy
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The myth: One-size-fits-all for PLM needs
All product development tools are essentially the same,
right? Well, have you ever tried on a one-size-fits-all
shirt and actually had it fit? Probably not, and the same
is true for PLM tools. While different systems may have
comparable capabilities, thinking one is just like any
other is simply wrong. In fact, it’s this type of thinking
that often makes PLM hard to implement. Assuming
all tools are the same means you may choose a tool
that’s wrong for your organization, and that requires
a long and extensive customization project to make
it fit your needs. This experience can leave your
organization with a less than ideal sentiment toward
your technology from the start.
The reality: Find the right PLM for your needs
That’s why it’s so important to find a vendor that not
only meets your company’s requirements, but also
has experience in retail. Otherwise, you risk working
with a vendor who doesn’t have the right framework
for your business in place, which means spending
months, or years, customizing a broader system for
your processes.
Consider a simple example: Is manufacturing an
airplane the same as making a pair of denim jeans?
You’d be hard pressed to find someone who says
yes – a plane obviously requires thousands more
complicated, technical parts and regulatory approvals
than jeans do to get off the production line. If as
a jeans retailer you choose a tool that is more
appropriate for larger manufacturers, you may get all
sorts of bells and whistles that you don’t need, and
may actually complicate the implementation process
for your platform just to produce a pair of jeans.

Finding a vendor with retail expertise lets you work
with a tool right out of the box that is grounded in
industry best practices. A platform that caters and
adapts the nuances of different retailers (i.e. apparel
vs. hard lines) makes getting up and running quicker,
and also makes it easier to scale should you break
into different product lines. Finding a technology
specifically built for retail and its challenges will help
you see value faster than one created for more general
purposes.
The myth: Everything needs to be integrated on
day one
Even if you’re sold on the idea that you can get your
PLM running in a short timeframe, your IT team may be
concerned: “We can’t move that fast… we can’t even
schedule the meetings needed, much less go live!”
The reality: Walk, then run
This is rooted in the theory that your PLM needs to be
integrated with all your systems – enterprise resource
planning (ERP) and beyond – at launch. But it’s an
antiquated idea. There’s no need for heavy integration
on day one; instead, a phased approach, with minimal
platform integration up front, makes the process easier
and more manageable for strapped IT resources.
For example, starting with a launch of a B2B
marketplace on day one can get your stakeholders
invested upfront with little time commitment. From
there, your community can begin collaborating right
away, and you can begin moving in phases through
other pieces of deployment: A certain category may
go live during one month, while another goes live the
next, etc.

CONCLUSION
While consumers have more control in today’s retail market, with more choice, higher expectations
and more power than ever before, smart retailers also have power – the power to rethink the way
they approach PLM and live without the fear of an overly burdensome implementation. Most of the
myths about PLM are just that, myths that are associated with the old school models approaching
product development. Instead of being afraid, retailers should embrace the possibilities this
technology can introduce, looking at PLM as part of a larger product innovation platform that enables
B2B marketplaces and community collaboration. With this framework, brands will have the ability to
create innovative products faster than the competition to thrive in the new retail economy.
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